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Abstract. An individual working in software development should have a fun-
damental understanding of how different types of bugs impact various project
aspects. This knowledge allows one to improve the quality of the created software.
The problem, however, is that previous research typically treats all types of bugs
as similar when analyzing several aspects of software quality (e.g. predicting the
time to fix a bug) or concentrates on a particular bug type (e.g. performance bugs)
with little comparison to other types. In this paper, we look at how different types
of bugs, specifically performance and security bugs, differ from one another. Our
study is based on a previous study done by Zaman et al. [1] in which the study was
performed on the FireFox project. Instead of Firefox, we will be working with the
Chrome web-browser. In our case study, we find that security bugs are fixed faster
than performance bugs and that the developers whowere assigned to security bugs
typically have more experience than the ones assigned to performance bugs. Our
findings emphasize the importance of considering the different types of bugs in
software quality research and practice.

Keywords: Assessment of security � Performance bugs � Data mining �
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1 Introduction

In past studies, researchers have noted that the majority of software development costs
came from maintenance and evolutionary activities [2, 3]. Researchers have focused on
detecting various code smells, and types of bugs in order to improve the quality
assurance of software products. For example, CCFinder, a token-based code clone
detection system, was used by researchers to determine how code clones affected the
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chances of faults occurring in a particular program [4]. Other prediction models exist
that tend to focus on the time it takes to fix a bug [5–7] and which type of developer
should fix that bug [8].

The problem is that most researchers working in quality assurance tend to treat bugs
as generic, leaving out the differing aspects of each bug (i.e., there is no distinction
between different bug types). This is concerning, because we could have a security bug
that gives an intruder administrator access being grouped alongside with a simple
syntax bug. Taking this example into consideration, we believe that it is vital for
software quality researchers and developers to take into consideration the various
aspects of different bug types. Based on a previous study by Zaman et al. [1], we study
the characteristics and differences of security and performance bugs in the Chromium
open-source project to demonstrate that these characteristics differ from one bug type to
another. We aim to answer the following three research questions:

(Q1) How fast are the bugs fixed?
On average, security bugs are fixed 44% faster than performance bugs.

(Q2) Which types of bugs are assigned to more experienced developers?
The developers who work on security bugs are considered more experienced on
average by *8% when compared to developers working on performance bugs.

(Q3) What are the characteristics of the bug fixes?
On average, security bugs have significantly more lines of code added/deleted.

Section Summary: Section 2 includes our design and approach. Section 3 deals with
answering the three research questions proposed. Section 4 mentions the limitations.
Section 5 discusses the related works. Section 6 presents the conclusion to our paper.

2 Design and Approach

This section includes the design of our study in which we compare security and
performance bugs of the Chrome web-browser. Figure 1 gives an overview of our
approach. First, we scrape the data from the Chromium bug issue tracker website. The
bugs obtained are then categorized based on security and performance. For all the bugs
we then calculate several metrics and use them to make comparisons across the dif-
fering bug types. This section explains each of these steps in a generalized fashion.

2.1 Classification of Bugs

The chromium issue tracker has a built-in tagging feature that we were able to use.
Specifically, we wanted to look at all issues which contained fixed bugs. We did this by
selecting “All issues” from the dropdown menu and typing the keywords: “status:
Fixed” in the omnibox provided.
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Luckily the issue tracker also has a “Type” parameter that allowed us to specifically
search for security bugs (i.e., our input for the omnibox was “Type = Bug-Security”).
However, there was no category via the Type parameter that pertained to performance.
Hence, in order to obtain bugs that are related to performance we used the “summary:”
parameter which checks the description of the bug for the search term provided (e.g. the
search “summary: performance” would return bugs with the word performance in their
summary/description section). In addition to the word “performance”, we also used
heuristic keywords to obtain more bugs related to performance. The heuristics agreed
upon are as follows: “duration”, “execution time”, “fast”, “faster”, “memory”, “run-
time”, “slow”, and “slower”. Using these heuristics, we found 4605 performance bugs.
A similar method was followed for security bugs using the following terms: “exploit”,
“safe”, “safety”, “secure”, “steal”, “vulnerable”, “vulnerability”, and “vulnerabilities.
A total of 5575 security bugs were found of which 4899 bugs came from the “Type:
Bug-Security” search and 676 bugs came from our heuristic terms.

Fig. 1. Overview of approach to analyze the differences in characteristics of security and
performance bugs.
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Unfortunately, without the use of the Monorail API, downloading these bug reports
becomes tedious, as the bug issue tracker only allows a user to download 1000 records
at a time. To remedy this, we wrote a simple python script, RecordScrapper, which
automatically sends download requests for the next 1000 records. RecordScrapper then
iteratively sends these requests until all the records pertaining to a particular category
are downloaded. Note that all bugs obtained via the method mentioned above were
downloaded as CSV files between March 2019 and April 2019.

2.2 Tracking Bugs

To answer research question 1, we decided to determine the lifecycles for every cat-
egory of bug. To do this we wrote a python script, DateScrapper, which uses the bug
data, specifically the BugID, obtained from RecordScrapper as input. DateScrapper
then iteratively takes a bugID and appends it to the end of this chromium issue tracker
link: https://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail_ezt?id=.

By doing so, the script now has access to the information associated with that
particular bugID. From here, the script is able to obtain the start/assigned date and
end/fixed date for each individual bugID. It does so by employing a python package
which contains an HTML parser, known as Beautiful Soup. Beautiful Soup allows us
to create a soup object which contains the HTML of an individual bug report. By using
this soup object we can specifically target key areas of the website by their tags, classes,
or several other web elements. This is how we are able to acquire the start/assigned date
and end/fixed date. In the event that no start date is found, the date that the bug was
assigned to a developer is used. If both the start date and the date assigned are not
found, then the date that the bug was reported is considered as the start date. If the end
date/date fixed is not found, then the date that the bug is closed is considered as the end
date. We have had no instances where the closed date was not found, as this is a
mandatory requirement for each bug enacted by the Chromium team.

The times obtained by DateScrapper are represented in UNIX time and need to be
converted into a more readable format. In order to do so, we made another python
script, UnixConverter.

UnixConverter generates the length of time taken to fix a bug in the typical month,
day, year, hour format. In order to do so, it first converts the start and end dates
acquired from DateScrapper into the previously mentioned standard form. It then takes
the difference between the start and end dates which gives us the total length of time
taken to fix a bug (i.e. the bugs life cycle). Note that for our purposes the output file of
UnixConverter only contains the bugID, and the number of days and hours taken to fix
a particular bug. We will generate the mean of these values and use them as part of our
analysis in Sect. 3.
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Fig. 2. This figure illustrates that one particular bug, represented by its bugID (green box), may
have multiple change log links (blue boxes) associated with it. (Color figure online)

Fig. 3. This figure is the result of clicking on the first hyperlink (blue box) in Fig. 2. Notice that
the bug ID (boxed in green) matches the bug ID shown in Fig. 2. (Color figure online)
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2.3 Obtaining Final Metrics

In order to answer research questions 2 and 3, we need to determine the lines of code a
single developer has altered (i.e. added or removed), the number of days taken to fix a
bug, and the number of bugs they’ve fixed. We created a 4th python script,
MergeEmail, which takes the bugIDs from the output of RecordScrapper (i.e. BugID,
developer email, etc.…) and merges it with the output file of DateScrapper (BugID,
Start and End time in UNIX format). This produces a file which contains the BugID,
developer email, start time and end time [UNIX format]. So the whole purpose of
MergeEmail is to just obtain the relative developer email, which is how we identify
which developer worked on a particular bugID. It must be noted that if no email was
provided for a bug, then the record is not considered for merging and analysis.

The output of MergeEmail then becomes the input for a python script named
DaysBugs. DaysBugs finds all the bugs for a single developer and then selects the
lowest start date for a bug and the highest end date (fixed date) for that developer. This
gives us the period between the first bug fixed by the developer and the last bug fixed
by the developer in UNIX time which is then converted into days. DaysBugs will also
keep track of the number of bugs fixed by each developer during this time period.

Fig. 4. The figure is the result of clicking on the second hyperlink (second blue box from the
top) in Fig. 2. Notice that the bug ID (boxed in red) DOES NOT match the bug ID shown in
Fig. 2. Hence, this change log and it’s added/deleted lines of code should not be considered when
referring to bug 944359. (Color figure online)
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So, the output of DaysBugs will be as follows: Developer email/ID, total number of
days the developer worked on the bugs, and number of bugs fixed.

To obtain the lines of code for each individual developer we use yet another python
script, LocBug. This script takes the output of RecordScrapper (BugID, developer
email, etc.) and iteratively appends the BugID to the chromium issue tracker link:
https://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail_ezt?id=similar to DateScrapper.
Once on the bug report page, LocBug again creates a Soup object in order to target key
areas of the website. In this case we are specifically targeting the ‘comment-list’ web-
element as it contains the particular hyperlinks we need to retrieve the individual lines
of code for each bug. These hyperlinks are structured as follows:

https://chromium-review.googlesource.com/c/chromium/src/+/
https://codereview.chromium.org/
https://chromium-review.googlesource.com/

We noted that the hyperlinks above are incomplete, in that each bug will contain a
different variant of the link (i.e., a different set of numbers at the end). In other words
https://chromium-review.googlesource.com/c/1475945 and https://chromium-review.
googlesource.com/c/1471357 have the same format but different ending parameters
(1475945 vs. 1471357). Hence, the two differing links point to two different bug
change-logs. Since Beautiful Soup does not have a specific way to distinguish the
differing links, we take the hyperlinks stated above, find the parameters (numbers after
the links on the webpage) and then append to the end of the links.

Once this is done, LocBug will open the link it generated in order to view the
change log. This change log will contain the lines of code added and deleted in a
particular web-element referred to as “mainContent”. To obtain access to this web-
element, a tool similar to Beautiful Soup is used, called Selenium. Selenium is an
automated web-browser python package that allows us to interact and manipulate web-
objects/elements. In addition to scraping the lines of code added and removed, LocBug
uses Selenium to ensure that the change-log link/hyperlink generated refers to the same
bug on the chromium issue tracker bug report page. The reason this is needed is
because there may be multiple references to other bugs within a particular bug report
page as shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. After iteratively confirming the that change-log
refers to the particular bugID, LocBug will then summate the lines of code together and
save them to a file with the associated bugID (i.e., if a bug has multiple hyperlinks
associated with it then LocBug will parse them all and summate the lines of code added
and deleted). So, the output file generated by LocBug will contain all BugIDs and the
associated lines of code added and deleted.

To obtain just the email and lines of code added/deleted, we use a python script
called DevLoc which takes, as input, the results of RecordScrapper (BugIDs, developer
email, etc.) and the output of LocBug (BugID and lines of code added/removed). By
merging the input and pruning all non-needed features, we are left with the developer
emails and the lines of code added and deleted for every single bug.

At this point, we need to take into account that a developer can work on more than
one bug and hence their developer email will be seen multiple times in the output file of
DevLoc. Hence, we want just one developer email that contains ALL the lines of code
added/deleted for all the bugs that a particular developer worked on. This is done using
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Apache Hadoop, which is a framework that allows for the distributed processing of
large data sets [8]. We specifically use an altered Map Reduce function of Hadoop to
obtain our results. A visual representation of the process can be seen in Fig. 5 below.

3 Answers to Our Research Questions

The subsections below pertain to one of the three research questions we studied using
the data obtained from the Chromium Issue Tracker. Each question contains our
motivation behind the question, our approach to answering that question and a dis-
cussion of our findings. Table 1 summarizes our results of each of the three research
questions asked.

3.1 How Fast Are Bugs Fixed?

Motivation: Lead developers and project managers should be aware that security and
performance bugs need to be handled differently, in that, one type of bug may hold
higher precedence than another. For example, a project manager may want to quickly
assign developers to a set of security bugs as those bugs may pose an immediate risk to
the users/company. In addition, it would be ideal for the project manager to assign
experienced developers to those higher risk bugs as to reduce the need for future
maintenance. Our study measures which type of bug, performance or security, is fixed
faster in terms of the Chrome web-browser.

Approach: The metric used to answer this question is the bug’s life cycle. We
specifically obtained the difference between the bug’s start/assigned date and end/fixed
date to determine a bug’s life cycle.

Fig. 5. We use Hadoop MapReduce framework. The lines of code (LOC) for every single bug
worked on by the developer is summed and then assigned to that developer. Here, a circle
denotes a single developer (key), a rectangle denotes lines of code (LOC) for a single bug
(value), and the inverted triangle means total lines of code (LOC) for all bugs a developer worked
on (output).
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Since the number of security bugs obtained was significantly more than the number
of performance bugs, we needed to consider balancing the data in order to make
accurate comparisons. To do this balancing, we first evaluated the mean for all security
bugs. Next, we evaluated the mean for a randomized subset of security bugs. This
randomized subset is the same size as the performance bugs. When comparing the
mean of the total number of security bugs vs. the mean of the random set, we observed
that the means were significantly different. This implies that the data is unbalanced and
hence for our evaluation we used an equal number of security and performance bugs
for our evaluations.

Findings: From Fig. 6 we can see that performance bugs take more time to fix. From
Table 1, we can see that performance bugs take *44% [i.e.|(111307.48/160691.11) −
111307.48 * 100|] longer to fix when compared to security bugs. Both findings suggest
that security bugs are prioritized and hence are considered more important by the
Chromium team to fix than performance bugs.

3.2 Which Bugs Are Fixed by More Experienced Developers?

Motivation: Determining which developer has the most expertise to fix a bug is vital.
In a previous study by Ackerman and Halverson [10] it was found that the experience
of a developer was the primary criteria engineers used to determine expertise. For
instance, performance bugs are complex in that they require comprehensive knowledge
of the organization of the software system. Likewise, fixing a security bug requires
sufficient understanding of the locations that security vulnerabilities could lie in the
source code. In our study we are interested in finding the difference in experience
between developers who work with security bugs vs. developers who work with
performance bugs.

Table 1. Mean values for the three research questions we attempted.

Metric of interest Security bugs Performance bugs

Time between assignment and fix (minutes) 111307.48 160691.11
Person experience in days 598.28 646.33
Person experience in prior bugs fixed 5.69 3.56
Number of lines changed 1813.25 1559.4

Fig. 6. Average time taken between bug assignment and fix: the chart demonstrates the average
amount of minutes taken to fix a bug in its particular category. Security bugs are prioritized and
fixed faster.
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Approach: We measure the experience of the developer fixing a particular bug using
the following two metrics:

– Experience in days, i.e. the number of days from the first bug fix of the developer to
the current bug’s fix date.

– Number of previously fixed bugs by the developer.

Findings: According to Table 1 above, the number of prior bugs fixed for developers
that work on security bugs is greater by *37% [i.e. |(5.68/3.55) - 5.68 * 100| ] when
compared to the developers that work on performance bugs. This suggests that
developers who work on security bugs are more experienced. When we measure the
experience based on the number of days from first bug fix to the current bug fix, we
observed that the developers who worked on performance bugs have more experience
(*8% more [i.e. |(598.28/646.33) − 598.28 * 100|]). The averages from Table 1 are
also represented as bar graphs in Figs. 7 and 8 below.

3.3 Characteristics of the Bug Fix

Motivation: Knowing the complexity of bug types can help guide project managers
when they need to assign the right developers to fix complex bugs. Having this insight
will lead to faster bugs fixes and less cost in terms of future maintenance. We hope to
find a correlation similar to the one seen by Zaman et al. in which security bugs are
more considered more complex than performance bugs.

Approach: To quantify the complexity of the bug fix, we used the total number of
lines added/deleted as our metric.

Fig. 7. Mean developer experience in days: the chart represents the average amount of days that
a developer worked on bugs in a particular category.

Fig. 8. Mean developer experience: the chart represents the average number of bugs that a
developer fixed in a particular category. Security bugs are fixed by more experienced developers.
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Findings: According to Table 1 and Fig. 9, security bug fixes were found, on average,
to be more complex than performance bugs. The lines of code altered in terms of
security bugs was found to be *14% [i.e. |(1813.25/1559.40) − 1813.25 * 100|] more
than performance bugs.

4 Limitation of the Assessment

To obtain a fair amount of bug data for analysis, we used multiple heuristics keywords.
The bugs obtained via these heuristics may not always give bug reports which pertain
to performance or security. For example, our heuristic term “slow” may give us a bug
which classified as a compatibility bug and not a performance or security bug. We also
did not check if any of the bugs we obtained belonged to both the security and
performance categories. In the future we hope to perform statistical sampling to esti-
mate the precision and recall of our heuristics, so we can be confident that a particular
bug belongs in its respective category.

It must be noted that a bug can be worked on by multiple developers at once, yet in
our approach we only use what is labeled as the “Owner” of the bug report and hence
only report a single developer per bug (i.e. we don’t consider any other developers
besides the owner). This was done to avoid distributing the lines of code added and
deleted among multiple developers.

Out of the total bugs found for each category a significant amount was not con-
sidered due to missing fields. An example of some of the missing fields are as follows:
no owner given, no start/fixed date given, and zero lines of code added or deleted.

5 Related Work

Our report is based upon a similar study by Zaman et al. in which the authors analyzed
Firefox Bugzilla bug reports and found that security bugs are fixed and triaged much
faster but are reopened and tossed more frequently than performance and other bugs
[1]. They also found that security bugs involve more developers and impact more files
in a project. Researcher’s also use the IEEE Standard Classification for Software
Anomalies to classify software defects [11]. This classification states that security and
performance correspond to two out of the six different type of problems that are based

Fig. 9. Mean complexity of bug types: the bar chart represents the average LOC changed for a
particular category. Security bugs are more complex and require writing or changing a higher
number of LOCs.
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on the effect of defects. Gegick et al. research identifies security bug reports via a text
mining approach [12]. We, similar to the Zaman et al., suggest that developers and
project managers should use the classifications of bug reports via bug type (security
and performance) to improve software quality.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we analyzed the differences in time to fix, developer experience, and bug
fix characteristics between security and performance bugs in order to validate our
assumption that security and performance bugs are different and thus quality assurance
should take into account the bug type. We found that on average, security bugs are
fixed faster when compared to performance bugs. We also found on average that
developers who worked on security bugs have fixed more bugs than the developers
who worked on performance bugs. However, based on the number of days developers
have been fixing bugs, we found that there is not a significant difference (*8%)
between performance and security bugs. When compared to performance bugs, security
bugs were considered more complex in terms of lines of code. In the future, we would
hope to procure a way to fully automate our analysis, so that we may make more
concise assumptions.
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